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.Causal Attributions for Women and Men and

Sports Participation
.

Irene Hanson Frieze, Maureen McHugh, and
MarY Duquin

University of Pittsburgh

Research suggests that one's beliefs about why ,good and bad thi.

happen has important implications for whether one will attempt certain activities.
People who feel they can do well in, school if they try are more motivated to
perform well than someone who believes that everything:is the result of luck
(eg., Weiner, 1972). We hypothesize that spOrts participation is also depndent
upon certain belief patterns. If girls are socialized to believe that girls

can't perform well at ,sports, they will be less likely to paticipate. Similarly,
if boys believe that good performance is tilt result of natural talent, they
may be less likely to become involved in athletics than if they feel effort
is also important.

The causal explanations given for everyday events have been investigated

within a body of research known as attribution theory. Attribution theory

deals with causal-explanation; how people answer questions beginning with "why"?

(Kelley, 1973). Questions about why events occurred are asked and answered daily

in all aspects of everyday life; they are especially important in sports

situations because of the co ctitive component, the w osing aspect of

games. Attribution tt< j focuses on both the process ti,ting causal

inferences, and implications of making one or another attribution. The
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_ attribution one -makes is seen es having behavioral and emotional consequences.

Causal attributions affect expectancies fOr the future, and individual's choice

of future performance, the pride or shame on experiences, and one subsequent

performance levels (Weiner, 1974). For example, assume that a runner feels

that she lost the race because she had a bad start. She feels shame in her

failure, but also feels that she could win a subsequent race. She may spend

extra time practicing or exert more effort in training to insure a better

performance in the next race. Attribution theory is a common sense analysis
d

of such daily situations; however, it is also a systematized and scientific

processes.investigation of cognitive processes.

Although much of the research relating to attribution theory has focused

on academic succesa and failure, the basic principles and concepts appear to

be applicable in a wide variety of settings (Carroll & Payne, 1975; Blig

Frieze, 1975).

Attributing the Causes.of Success and Failure

Weiner and his associates (e.g., Weiner, 1974; Weiner, Frieze, Kukla;

Reed, Rest and Rosenbaum, 1971) have done extensive research demonstrating.

the importance of attributions of beliefs about why success or failure occurs

in understanding achievement-oriented behavior. Mbst4of this research concerns

the attributions made by an individual about his or her own successes and

failures and how these attributions influence emotional reactions,-future

expectancies and subsequent achievement strivings. It is assumed that people

will be more likely to attempt tasks where they feel they have a high expectancy

of doing well and that they-will-desire to maximize positive, feelings about

success and'minimize neg i.v feel'ng about failure. Eoth infer and expectancy

are determined by the

event was a succe,L, or failure.

,ai attribution made Tticular



A diagram of the attributional process is shown in Figure 1. The attrib-

utional process begins with a particular win or loss. After the outcome is

established, the athlete utilizes available siaformatioil, such as his or her

expectancy for success at this task, past history of successes and knowledge

of how well other people did, to determine the cause of the outcome. People

have well-established patterns of making causal attributions in'familiar

.situations so that extensive information processing is not necessary (see Frieze, -

in press-a). Thus, for example; a highly competent malelblay see his high

abilities as reaponsiblelor his achievement successes without having to consider

the particular circumstances of any one event (Frieze, in press-a). Such patterns

may well exist in athletic events bue they have not been empirically demonstrated.

Insert Figure 1 about tere

For any sitUation'there are many-possible reasons why a particular

success or failure might occur and, therefore, many causal attributions

.whtp can be made Oeider, 1958) The four most studied causes of achievement

outcomes are ability, effort, luck and task ease or difficulty (Weiner, et. al.,

1971). Thus, a person may succeed at an exam becauSe of his or her high

ability, trying hard, good luck and/or the fact that,, the task was relatively

easy." :Failure may result fram low ability, not trying ficiently hard,

.bad luck and/or task difficulty. Moe recent work (Elig and Frieze, 1975;0

Frieze, in press-b) has indicated that other causal factors are frequently

employed to explainthe success and failures of others as well as for oneself.

These include st4ble effort or a consi4tent pattern of diligence or laziness,

other people Uho may aid or interfere with performance, mood and fatigue or

sickne'ss, having a good or poor personality and physical appearance ( de Elig
4

and Frieze for a more.cociplete definition of these causal elements in achievement'

and social situations) . .

Dimensions of Causal Attributions r
t-)
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Causal attributions in achievement settingi can be classified along

thraedimensions: internal-external; stable-unstable;' and intentional-untent-

Aonal (Elig and Frieze, 1975). Ability, effort, mood, personality

and knowledge are causes originating within or. internal to the individual,

.

,

while task difficulty, other people's help or hurt and luck are causes within

the envi1onment or external to the individual. This internal-veraus external

dimension of causality (the I-g dimension) has been widely investigated,

especially in terms of individual differences instable tendencies to make either

internal or external attributions (see reviews by Ratter, 1966°; Throop and

MacDonald, 1971). This dimensioll.has been shown to' be 'particularly important

for affect. More pride or satisfaction is reported by people who attribute

, their successes internally than if the attribution is made to an external

-cause (Weiner, Reckbausen, Meyer and Cook, 1972; Weiner, 1972). These same

studies have shown that internally attributed failures lead to more shame or

dissatisfaction after failure'. We expect that apparently internal,attributions

such as training, trying hard at a game, ha ng a good team or being a good

athlete or being up for the game will affect pride in a similar way as compared

to more external causal cai:egories such as luck, the coach, the other team

or the referees. Table 1 shows our hypothesized classification system.

Insert Table 1 abopt her

:A second dimension along which the various causes may'be differentiated

is in their, stability. Ability% training, or the coach, are relatively.stab",

causes, while trying hard 'it aparticular Fame, mood nod luck may be hir.hly

changeable overtime.

If success at a particular type of sport was due to a person!s high ability,

one would anticipate continued success for that person in the same sport.

Similarly, if a failure was due to lyk ofabilitY, continued failure would

be anticipated. Conversely,, lIntlble causes lead to acknowledging the fte,_ily

U



4lity of change. Failured attributed to bad luck or lack of trying may result

in expectatiOna for eventual success since bad luck might final4y change pr

crying harder illight lead to future success.

In achievement settings, the stability of the causal attributions has

been found to relate to expectancies for the future (e.g., McMahan, 1973;

Valle and Frieze, 1976; Weiner, Heckhausen, Meyer and Cook, 1972). Stable

attributions lead to expectancies for continued Success or failure COnsist.nt

with the last outcome experienced. Unstable attributions lead to expectAions

for changing outcomes.

. .

The two dimensions of internality and stability were first conceptuzed-

by Weiner et .al., (1971). Rosenbaum (1972) suggested that a third dimension,

intentionality, might be added to the two-dimensional system, to differentiate

between effort and mood as well as to more fully understand all the various

causal attributions. An attribution is consideied to be intentional to ,the

degree that the person is perceived to have control over his or her actions,,

Thus, ability and mood are factors within the person over which that person

has little control, and events attributed to these would be unintentional.

However, the athlete is perteiVed to have.control over the effort he or she

exerts so that attributions to effort are intentional (as well as being

internal). The intentionality dimension appears to be related to reward and

punishment, with ipbat reward.and punishment given for performances attributed

to internal, l'tetitioral causes although further research is needed to clarify

these relationships, unpecIalty In nportn nttuautonn. ft woutd appear that
-1/4

successes attributed to really wanting to win and t rying hard (intentional)

would result in pride, and reward or rein:forcement'from the coach ana_others.

Thus, the study of causal nttributions has,been shown to have iMpOrtant

implications for understanding achievethent-oented behrM.or. Certain causal

attributions (high ability 'or effort) lead to maximal pride in success and-high



expectancies for future success:while.Ters (luck) mean little pride and un-

certain future expectsncies. Failures attributed to low ability produce shame

and little expectancy for success in the future. Poor scores attributed to

lack of effort, however, may be seen as changeable in the future and effort

attributions are therefore motivating (eg., Frieze, 1975; Weiner, 1972).

Athlete Attributions

A number.of studies have looked at attributions made by athletei.

Their results do tend to replicate some.of the general findings from

academic settingi. For example, a general finding of attribution research

has been that success is attribUted more to ability and effort while

failure is attributed more to luck and the difficulty of the task (Frieze

and Weiner, 1971). This tendency has also been demonstbsted in sports

situations. Roberts (1975) reports thadtittle League players rated effort

and ability higher when winning'and luck-higher when losing. In a study by

Iso-Ahola (1975) internal attributions (ability and effort) were gi4en for

both clear-win and bare-win baseball games. However, clear losses were

attributed to task difficulty and effort.

I

J A question that has been emphasized by attributional research dealing

with sports attributions has been the.use..1.2of team attributions as compared

with toe use of the individual attributions more typical of'the academic
-.,

achievement attributional research. ,In-a sports situation, the individual often.

experiencea success and failure together with teammates. Only a few studies,

have addressed this question of how group and self attributions differ, and

to what extent group outcomes are attributed to individual factors, and indiv.,

idual.outcomes to group factors, Shaw and Breed (1970) report that when

members are accused by others for group faildre, they.tend to underevaluate

group abilities. Dust(1966) also found that team members reacted to:the-
&

\ team's poor'performances in a manner that prevented declines in their own ego

-
\
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levels. Other studies have demonstrated a tendency on the part of group

members to overevaluate group products (Blake 5 Moupn, 1962)i and that this

overevaluation is increased lath competition and increased importance of the

situationclTerguson & Kelley, 1964).

In a study utilizing both team:and individual attributions for game wins /,

and.losses, Roberta (1975) found few diTferences for team versus individual

causal attribution choices. Hociever, there was a significant interaction

between individual and team effort attributions and outcome indicating that

when the team lost, players considered the team effort lower than when winding;

however, individuals considered that they tried just as hard when the team

lost as whin rhe'team won. This may be viewed as a self enhancing type of

attribution, or may be seen as resulting from direct knowledge of one's,

own effort, while other's effort is inferred. 44

A

Tao-Aho1a.(1975) also found that team and individual attributions were

A
used in simi3ar ways. In this study, players relied on team outcome to assess .

personal ability aneefifort,-7ther than imding these self attributiona on

eatimati;6 Of .their own perfOrmance. That is, attributions aboOt one's own

ability or effort were based on whether the team won or lost. Neither objective

or'stibjlict4ve estimates of individual-performancesignifiCantly affected

the attributions of the players.

>
Sex differences in Attributions°

44

et

Within the existingliterature, certain s x differences in attributions

. In ITn(tr:1'wumcn and ii,Irls have towhave been predicted and. inyestlgated

beliefs In their own ability; and lower expectatlions, of success than males

(see Friep, Fisher, Hatusa; McHugh and Valle, in press). AtTelional patterns

. t

of yomen heve,been predidted given these low expectancies-of women in gefi'iral

(Fe4ther, 1966; FriAl7dnd Weiner, 1971): Aocordingto the attfibutiondl
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mrdel, if a woman expects to do poorly, but succeeds, she is likely to attribute

the outcomeio an unstable cause such'as luck. She then would not increas

her expectanCielfor success, and would feel little pride in hersudeeso -

(see Figure 2). When a female with low expectancies fails on a task, she

tends to attribute it to lack of ability resulting in a high egreee of shame

and low expectancies for future success. Thus, low expectancies may be self

perpetuating when they lead to attributions which maintain their accuracy.

Insert Figure 2 about here

As discussed by McHugh, Duquin and Frieze Sin'press), a pattern parallel

4
to the pattern for women in general maybe predicted for women athletes..

Based on women's internalization of beliefs in their own physical inferiority

(Neal & Tutko,.1975) female athletes may attribute success tq external factors

such as luck, and failure to low ability. However, the female that consistently

attributes her failUre in sport to her own inability, would probably discontinue

her sports participation in favor of some more rewarding activity. And a

fenuile'athlete that attributes her success in sports to luck would probably

not develop the intern confidence needed for-higher levels of sports experience

& Tutko, 1975). Thus, this pattern may be foundAn yoUng girl athletes
J

or women in general, but the female that makes this type of attributions would

probably not be found in advance athletic prog ams.

Alternatively, these societal attituddi that allude to females' natural

inability in sports (Tyler, 1973;,Allen,1975) may produce a pattern of external

attributions., The cotbination of the'ittitudes that females must overcome

- physical handicaps in infer to'nuccced, and tiln idea of sport :try demdnding

and dangerous, May result in females emphasizing task difficUltyan their

attributions. When they do, succeed, the task"mupt have been easier than most

sports events, perhaps -becuase di equally unskilled competition. And when

girls are led to believe that sport is too roughandtough an activity for them,

then female failure in sports- becomeilunderstandable,a0d acceptable because

.10" .

'Et
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the task is viewed as too difficult for them. Thus, like women tntother

"masculine" arc..;1,'the female athlete May have a tendency to make mitre elsternal

attributions than male participants. External attributions like task difficulty

and luck decrease the responsibility one admits for outcames. WOmen are

discouraged from seriously pursuing sports excellence ((filbert & Williamson,

1973) and serious participation in competitive sport is viewed as unfeminine.

Thus,.the female athlete that reports playing just for fun, and winning by
.

tluck or task ease conforms more to society's vie .0 femininity than the female

who admittedly tries very hard.

A third prediction of female hletes'. attributional phtterns could be

made based on the fact that female athletes have beendoundro be generally
NL

self confident, autonomota, persevering, and achievement oriented (Gerber,

.e")Felshin, Berlin, Wyrich, 1974; Tyler, 1973). The prediction based on these

.studies might be that the attributions of the female athlete would reflect

-the attributional patterns of the achievement oriented wrimen in general.

Preliminary, studies have suggested that highly motivated women employ more '

Teffort att ibutions
t-
for both suttees and failure than low achievement oriented

women (Feld n-Summers 6:Kiesler, I974; Frieze, 1973). Bar -Tel and Frieze

(1976) also found' that high achievement motivation was related to higher estimates

Of ability for hOth° male.and-female subjects, but that the finding was stronger

for men. Greater use of effort attributions by female athletes might also

be expected on the basii of the additional barriers io'participatien that, .

they must hirdle in addition to the standard demands of athletic endeavors,

Neal and Tuck° (1975) discuns the way in:which women .athlete:; not_reeetve_.
. .

positive reinforcement by way of social approval and encouragement in the prsult
. .

.,
v

,of physical excellence, receive inferior arid less training, lack equiOnent and
. .

adequate facilities,. and receive ess financial aid-and backing. Thus it seems
4. .

-likely that uecCessful participatidn_dOes require more effort on the part of

woman.' -Neal and,lutko.(1975) also vuggect that beliefs about -female uneuit-



abiiity-present a Psychological bairie:: ta pLysical perforiance for women.

./
They suggest that women have no concept of their own abirities since they

have been indoctrinated with a viewof.themselves as having limited potential.

These factors may undermine the ability attributionsSof female athletes, causing

them to rely DU effort as an explanation of their successes and failures.

Predictions for Athlete Attributions

College athletei appear to us to be highly motivated to perform well

in sports. Thus, they should resemble those with.high achievement Lotivation

for academic situations in their attributional patterns for sports success

and failure. In accord with previous academi: research, athletes'of botA sexes

were expected to attribute successes more to their abilities and effort and their

failure to lack of effort 4s compared 4, a group o f non - athletes. Athletes

were expected to. be more motivated to petform well in/sports.and to have
. y

.
.

,

high estimates in thdir own sports abilities. This presumably would make

them similar to achieveient motivated students and should then result in

.their showing the high motivation attribution patterns. If the successful
,

,
athlete attributes hia.or her success to natural sports ability and gaining,

,

i

he or she will be confident of future successes and feel proud of wins.

If he or she believes losses are the result ofnot tryg hard enough, he or

shAtll be motivated to train harder and trw-harder at the next event.
V 4

Another area of concern was group or :team attributions. The studies

which have investigated' team attributions in sports .situations have used all

male subjects. There is evidence from academic situ ions that males and

,Females -make differential use of Luam and Individual attributions. I n

classroom slettin, Zander, Fuller and Armstrong '(1972) found that male subjects

indicated more pride in the group when it_succeeded and had:high ability,

and more shame in the group when the group failed and had low ability. Females

on the other hand,expresaed more shame in self when the group failed grid had
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expended.low,effort:. In this 'study ahen,. males attende&to ability cues
.

more that
1.

feF.algsi while femaleSattendad more to effort cues., Apd,for the

males, group' ability affected group pride and shame, but fen: t feM'ales,

group effort%affected personal or self pride and, shame.,DifferentRilluse ctif

team and individual attributions were also analyzed bUt no sPeeilic predictions

were made in this area.
L;

.-
9 -

In Otder to test these predictions, a group of college athletes were testeEl

to see how they would attribute their success orfailure in either a swimming
,

meeeor a basketball game. These sports were chosen as sports where men and

women do actively participate and V40. h,are not7strongly\sex7typed: A group
.\

of introduCtory psychology students- served as a comparison groUp. It was-

predicted that women from.an introductory 'psychology -cars would make attrib

utions About spoits adftlogousaOthe lowachievementpliternifOr exam situations

while men.frompsyehology mould .more resemble the'high achievament pattern.

A% .

Method

A group' of 50male college athletesatd.33 femalecollege,Athietes

were administered an attribution questionnaire during arktevening,dining

period for college athletes. Thirty seven Stale.nd 17 female psychology Students'-

completed questionnaires as part of an experiment participation requirement

for an introductory psychology class:

SOimming.and basketball forms were randomly assigned'. Each person

responded to a 'series of attribution queiWiOufl about: 1 tmccuns and a Failure.

'
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Results

. ,

.

Results were analyzed in two cieyd.' First, male and female athletes.
V

were compared with a series of t-tests.for each causal attribution rating..

The results of these.analyses are summarized in Table 2... Significance

levels and t-values.afe not repeated in the text for the sake of brevity.

Secondly, a series of analyees of variance were done:to compare males and

famales and athletes and non-athletes. r-values and significance leVels

are referred to in the text. Complete analysis of variance tables are

availabNe'from the authors.

c
Athletes

Thactor most frequently Ted as a cause of success by both sexes was

"trying very hard" as can 135, seen in Table 2.' Other highly rated causes for

successuccess Were haVing a good coach, having good team members the team trying
/- .

.

.

.

I°. I

hard, your training hard the team wanting to win,and the team being up

the meet or game. Thus, the majority.Of attributions made were team attributions

1rather than individual ones even though both'types of causes,were provided.

Not training. enough, -not trying and the team, net wanting to win and not being up

for the meet, were most highly rated as'cauees of failure. Thus, there seemed

to be more individual blame for failure rather than blaming the team.

Insert Table 2 about here

The athlete attributions also tended to be unstable With-great use or

effort and mood attributions. Thus, athletes: appear.to see their wins and losses

as changeable. This may be a necessity for a college Athlete who generally

experiences a good number of wins and losses. Stable attributions may be more

-typical of academic situations where people do show more consistent patterns,

of doing.well gOoorly.
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Sex Differences. There were relatively few statistically significant sex
6

differences in attributions. As expected, males saw their ability as a cause

of isuccess more than females. .Males'also saw their-' wins as more influenced by

training hard than did females. Those are two internal attributions that

should result in pride and high expectations for the males. The greater

use of ability attributions by males is not surprising in view of the previous

discussion of societal attitinfes,:and the fact that this result has commonly

been found in other areas of achievement4- However, males also rated "the other

team played poorly," and "your team was lucky," higher that feMales. These

attribtuional factors are external and unstable, and have often been predicted

as a female pattern because of their implications for low future' expectancies.

A possiblejexplanation of these external attributions of males for success

may be that in teaching male-athletes to make defensive external attributions

for failure (Neal & Tutko, 1975), coaches may be inadvertantly undermining

the males usual assumption of responsibility for success.

Females rated the encouragement of their teammates higher than males did.

This finding may be related to earlier findings that female athletes have
r.

a strong affiliative motive for sports participation (Gerber, et al., 1974).

Following failure there was a trend for males to make more defensive

types of attribitions'including "the other team had the home court advantage",

"the crowd was on the other team's side," "you were unlucky,"'and "there

are few good players on you team." Neal and Tutko (1975) suggest that because

females are not inhibited in:their expression of emotion that theY can handle

failure better than radios. Defensive attribaionsABuch as blaming thecoach,
. t

other players, or the referees -.result. from.unexpressed sorrow and frustration
. .

at losing. They also 'suggest that the-male coach often- serves to perpetuates.

defenses against defeat by training athletes to reapond'inthis way which

may be damaging phydiologinally.



This study supports the prediction that female athletes attribute

their outcomes differently than male athletes. However, there is little evidence

that supports the prediction that attributionaj f female athletes mediate

low expectancies or undermine their pride in success. Contrary to some

predictions, these ;female athletes appeared to make slightly more internal

attributions than male athletes for both success and failure, although females

rated ability attributions lower. The demonstrated pattern, of female attributions

then, is most similar to that of the achievement motivated female with effort

being the most idporiant causal factor. This pattern is viewed as more desirable

in terms of its implications for pride and shame and future expectancies than

the external attributions demonstrated by the male athletes.

Athletes Compared to Nonathletes

Athlete and non athlete data was compared through a 2X2 (athlete/nonathlete

X sex) analysis'of variance for each attribution. Generally the groups were

similar in their uses of causes. Nonathletes blamed the lOw ability of other

team members and the high ability of the other team more for losses (F1, 115=

7.38, p .01 and F= 4.76, p< .05). Athletes were more likely to attribute

failure to favortism in the judges and bad luck (F= 4.30, p.05 and FP 7.75,

p z .01 respectively). There were no significant differences for'succeSs although

there was a trend for athletes to rate training higher (F= 3.08, 1)4.10).

and for nonathletes to rate the poorness of the other team (F= 3,22 p<:.10)

and good team luck (F= 2.35, p <.15) higher. These differences would suggest

that college athletes :ire more loyal th their teams -Lhan the nonnrhletes

would be.

The major differences which emerged from this set of analyses were sex

differences. When all males and females (both ath1stes and non-athletes) were

combined, several results reached acceptable significance levels or indicated

definite trends.

1G



For success, males rated their ability, (F= 5.95, p <.05), the poorness of ttie

other team (F= 7.06, p< .01), team luck (F''6.52, p<.05) and hard training

(F... 3.31, p <.10) higher than females. Females rated the team trying hard

(F= 3.61, p < .06), Cod wanting a win (17= 2.95, p x.10) higher. Thus, males

.used more stable causes for success while females again valued team encouragement.

These trends wereimilar to those for the athletes and suggest that sex

differences in attributional patterns for sports override the factor of being

an athlete. Similar results were found for failure. Males rated team low

ability (F... 4.32, p < .05), the other teams' home advantage (F=2.71, p.10)

and bad team luck (F.= 3.86, p(C.05) higher than females.

Conclusions

Results suggest that college athletes do not have strong differences

from other college students inhe way they view sport's. Rather, the major

differences are between men and women. This may reflect differential socialization

for sports given to the two sexes. For boys and men, aports participation is

part of,their male tole and they are expected to perform wall. Sports, either

in the form of direct partipipation or watching others perform, is a common

activity for males of all ages in our society. Girls and women are not as

exposed. Coaches and teachers discourage their participation or view it

as only recreational and therefore unimportant. If women and girls are to.

have equal opportunity, changes in such attitudes are clearly needed (see

McHugh, Duquin and Frieze, in pres )

More research is needed to understand how attributional patterns inhibit

or encourage sports participation for men and women.
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Table 1. A Dimensional Analysis of Sports Attribution 1

INTENTIONAL

STABLE

INTERNAL training'
practice
continuing desire to win

A

AXTERNAL coaching
continuing teammate support
opponent's training

INTERNAL

UNINTENTIONAL
STABLE

natural ability
characteristlr
make a good cetitor

EXTERNAL opponent's ability
taskdifficulty

'UNSTABLE.

trying hard
unfair play
desire to win a particular event

fan support
teammate support during event
opponent's effort
officiirs\bias

UNSTABLE

fatigue
nervousness
mood or being yched up

home court advantage
luck
officiating error
situational factors
opponent's mood

I

1. From McHugh, Duquin and Frieze.(in press), based on the dimensional

analysis of Blig & Frieze (1975).
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Le Two

Mae-and FemaId-Athletd Responses

'Mean Scores

Attribution
,.. Mlle Female . t- value

it
e

Success
You have a good coach 4 0 14

You tried ha,.d. .

4 6 4

There are many good swifter's,
(players) on your team

a
4,2 4

i.
You had the home pool
(court)advantage, 2 6 2

You really wanted to win 2 3 2

Your team tried hard 4 4 4

You have a lot of natural

ability. 3 4
i

' 2

The other team swimmed
(playeOpoOrly 2 6 1

Your team was lucky- 2 1 '1

01- You trained very hard 4 5 4

The judges (referees) favored
yo r team . 2 1 1

Your team really wanted towin.44.2' 4

Your team competed,untairly 1 7; 1

You were lucky 1 9 1

Your/team was ready. for

the meet (game) 4 1 4

,=( ;

0 e...

5 F

2

7.

3
5

9 '2.22 p<.05.

9 3.35 p <.001

5 3.35 p .001
0 1.99 p <.06

9

1

7

8

..

2

Pod wanted you to win 2 4 2.9 -1.39 134,20

Your teammates encouraged you 3 8 4 3 -2.19 p< .05

Failure
,You have a poor coach 3.0 2 .6 1 44 p.. .20

You didn't try 3 8 3 7

There are few good swimmers
*(players) on your'_ team 3 -I 2.8 1 87 p4:.10

The other team had the home
pool (court) advantage 2 5 2 1 1 76 p 4..10 .

You didn't reallyWant to win 3 7 3 3

Your team didn't try 3 5 3 8

YoU don't have 1 lot of natural .

ability 2 8 2 5

The other team'swam (played)

very well
,

-3 7

-Your team was unlucky 24 1 9

You didn't train enough ...... .,. . 4.2.....3 8.
1 39 p<.20.

The judges (referees).faVored
the otacr team 2 4 2 5

Your team didn't really want

to win 3 8 3 7 '

The other team competed unfaiily2.4 2 5

Yon were unlucky 2 2 1 8

Your team wasn't upffer the
meet (game)'.,......., ........ . ... 3.54 3 6

God. wanted xpu to 'lose 2 1 2 2

'Nur teammates'Aidn't encourage
you 3 0 3 1

1 66 p <.15

Scaleawere'from.1 leasi impertat2t-to 5'- most important.

-liste(Vin parentheses. 21.

Basketball variatio
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WIN

or

LOSS

Figure 1. The Attribution Process

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

ABOUT EVENT

I ' (Home field, team record,

1..........

other team's record

weather, etc.)

Pro./..........+.MI.OrTVAI

SOCIAL VALUES

ABOUT SPORTS

(Participation of

males and females)

1.0.......401....m.......11/

DECISION

ABOUT FUTURE

SPORTS PARTICDATION

CAUSAI, ATTRIBUTION

Internal - External

Intentional - Unintentional

Stable - Unstable

FEELINGS OF

PRIDE OR. SHAME

$t

(From McHuill Duquin and Frieze in press. Modified from Frieze, 105).
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,Figure 2: Self Fulfi lidgProphecies for Expectations

1.

.

S

ectancy Performance Level G usal Attributl,on
(

HIGH' -HIGH
:)*

Ability, or other HIGHER
stable internal

4 ;factors
HIGH LOW > ad luckr

ack of effort, or HIGH
other unstable factorB

r
LOW2 HIG....... Good luck, or

special effort, or >LOW
\ other unstable factors

# ,

LOW LOW Lack ofsabill.ty, or
other stable internal
factors

1. Associated with males.
2. Associated with females.

(From Valle & Frieze, 1976)
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